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FOREWORD
by
F. Kalil
This report is the second in a series of reports to be presented by the Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory (Contract NOw 62-0604-C, Task N), regarding the re-
liability of the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN). The reliability analyses
contained herein are based primarily on failures experienced during flight sup-
port status. Previous analyses and predictions of MSFN reliability for support-
ing the lunar orbiting mission (Apollo 8, AS-503) were reported l prior to the
mission. These latter predictions correlated with the actual experience during
the AS-503 mission. This report presents similar predictions about the MSFN
reliability for supporting the forthcoming lunar landing, which is scheduled for
July, 1 1969. The reliability predictions contained herein differ from the previous
ones in that these predictions: (1) incorporate data from a larger number of
missions; and (2) consider the fact that two mawaed vehicles must be supported
simultaneously during the phases when the LENT descends, lands and stays on the
lunar surface, ascends, and docks with the CSM. These phases put the MSFN to
a more severe use; however, the predictions herein indicate that the MSFN will be
able to successfully support the mission. Although the reliability predictions
are contained in the body of the report, they are repeated here in summary form
('fables I and 11) for completeness and emphasis. The mission phases referred
to in Tables I and III are diagrammatically depicted in the following Figure-a.
As shown in Tables I and II, the MSFN's reliability is predicted to be 0.999
for each of the support functions during each phase of a lunar landing mission.
Redundancy in both hardware and mission coverage were considered, and all
failures (hardware s software, and operator) were considered. The s nle site
availability is predicted to be -0.86 on the average for each of the support func-
tions listed for the earth orbital phases; however, the availability £or each of the
functions approaches "0.997 shortly after translunar injection when three or
E more stations are in view of the spacecraft. It should be noted that the avail-
ability of - 0.86 for a single site could be misleading, primarily because not each
site must necessarily support every function in the earth orbital phase to insure
success of the mission. For instance, MIL, GBM, and GBI provide redundant
coverage during the launch phase; and the network p rovides 17 contacts,, about
7.5 minutes each, via individual stations during the first two orbits of the earth
packing orbit phase for check-out of the spacecraft systems.
A
1
'"Performance Evaluation of the Unified S-Band Ground System for AS-205," GSFC report X-834-
68-485, Dec. 1968.
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LUW. R- LANDING N118S10N RELIABILITY STUDY
1. Introduction
A study has been done to estimate tiio mission support function reliability
of the Manned Space Flight Network for a lunar landing mission. This is a follow
up effort to a previous study done for a lunar orbital mission. The lunar orbital
mission study was submitted to the Manned Might Planning and .Analysis Division
(MFPAD) at Goddard Space Flight Center in early December, 1968. The lunar
orbital mission studv was also included in the October-December 1968 Quarterly
Progress Report of the Manned Space Flight Network Study Program (Reference
1). This is the quarterly progress report by the Space Communications Group
(CSC) of the Johns 1lopkins 'university/Applied Physics Laboratory.
The present study extends previous work in several areas:
(1) A. more complex mission profile is considered with additional mission
phases such as "transposition and docking," "lunar module descent and
landing" included. The most significant additional complexity, from a
MSFN reliability standpoint, is that during much of the mission, cover-
age must be provided for two spacecraft.
(2) Failure and repair data for 5 missions has been utilized in conlp ling the
reliability estimates. This data has been obtained from NOM and MMR
mission status reporting for the AS-501, AS-204, AS-502 0 AS-503, and
AS-205 missions. The last two listed missions provided data not avO41-
able for the previous study. For the AS-503 and AS-205 missions it
was necessary to reduce the data directly from the station submitted
T"iWX reports since no post mission problem summaries were provided
at; had been done for the three earlier missions.
(3) A summary tabulation of "Availability" is included in addition to sum-
mary and detailed tabulations of "Reliability." This is done to estimate,
under certain assumptions, the effect of site down time. A discussion
of the interpretation of "Availability," how it differs from "Reliability,"
and the assumptions made in determining the estimates is given in
Sections (2) and (3).
Equipment failure data was translated into functional support reliability
estimation by interconnecting, frann a reliability standpoint, those equipments
necessary for the support d` the function assumed. Equipment redundancy and
multiple site coverage were taken into account.
1
2. Summary of results
Table I is a summary tabulation of site mean time between failure (MTBF)
and overall Reliability via multiple site coverage for the ;four major MSFN sup-
port functions during each phase of the mission. Table IV is a more detailed
tabulatf on of the same information with major support functions broken down into
subfunctions.
The list of required support functions assumed for this study is given in
Figure 1. The tables show that no functional MTBF, as estimated from the
data, is less than 107 hours for a sir -le site.
The reliability estimates are obtained from the MTBF estimate, an exponen-
tial failure law assumption, and a weighted combination of the site coverage
time interval and number of sites covering depending upon mission phase. These
reliability estimates give the probability of failure free support over a time
Interval by at least one site out of the total number of covering sites. The cov-
erage time interval and number of sites covering depend upon mission phase,
Table XI is a summary table of single site and multiple site coverage Avail-
ability for the four major MSFN support functions. These est)-Rates are approxi-
mations which take into account the ratio of average repair time to mean time
between failure for each equipment area and the amount of equipment required to
support each function. The interpretation of these availability estimates differs
from that of reliability in that reliability is a time dependent probability of fail- 	 4
ure free operation given that the time interval began with the site in the "up"
state. Availability is an asymptotic or "steady state" probability of being in the
""up" state after some time has passed and does not depend upon the state of
things at the beginning of the time interval if a sufficiently long time interval is
considered. This asymptotic probability, (availability) is reached after a period
of time has passed during which both failures and repairs have occurred. The
estimates can be interpreted as measuring the probability of, at any arbitrary
time during the mission, finding a site (or at least one of 3 sites) capable of
supporting the function.
The estimates of reliability and availability can both be of interest from
different viewpoints. Reliability is of more concern when a relatively short
interval of time is considered during which it is essential that no failures occur.
Availability is of more concern when a longer period of time has passed over
which it is likely that failures (and hopefully rapidly completed repairs) have
occurred and the probability of finding a site ""up" is considered.
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Determine Position of Spacecraft vs Time (Tracking/Navigation)
A) Receive Position/Time Data from MCC or MSFN
B) Acquire and Track Spacecraft and its Signals
C) Transmit Spacecraft Position/Time to MCC
D) Record Spacecraft Position/Time at Site
11 Maintain Voice Communications with Spacecraft
A) Receive voice from MCC
B) Transmit voice to spacecraft
C) Receive voice from spacecraft
D) Transmit voice to MCC
E) Record voice on site
III Monitor Spacecraft Status and Systems
A) Receive telemetry from spacecraft
B) Process and transm i * .4 ^,! emetry suromari es to MCC
C) Record telemetry on 5ite
D) Receive Television from spacecraft
V Send Commands/other Up Data to Spacecraft
A) Receive commands MCC
B) Process command data
C) Transmit up data to spacecraft
D) Verify that up data is transmitted
E) Verify that up data is received
F) Transmit command verification to MCC
G) Record command history on site
V Maintain Site Proficiency
A) Test and maintain systems performance
B) Maintain voice communication with MCC and MSFN
C) Maintain teletype communication with MCC and MSFN
C , ) Main tin data communication with MCC and MSFN
E) Monitor and maintain all fundamental power equipment
F) Receive and originate documents and reports
Figure 1—List of Mission Support Functions for each MSFN Site
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3. Outline of Data Analysis
The following material summarizes how the basic data available for this
study was reduced and utilized.
(a) All failures and their associated down times reported during the five
mission status periods were categorized into appropriate MSFN site
equipment areas. The equipment  category breakdown list has been
presented in previous documents and is not attached to this study.
(b) Mean time between failure (MTBF) estimates, ta ping down time into
account, were calculated via computer programming for each equip-
ment area. Down times for each equipment area were also tabulated.
Failure and down time data for certain equipment areas obtained over
all five mission ,status periods is presented in histogram form in
Appendix I. This data is representative of data used in the study.
(c) By interconnecting the equipment areas (or "subsystems") as required
for each support function of Figure 1 a functional reliability estimate
for a site is obtained from the MTBF estimates of each equipment area
and the time interval of site coverage for each mission phase.
An "overall" MTBF estimate for each function is also obtained by com-
bining the estimates for each equipment area. The functional reliability
estimates and overall MTBF estimate are not related in a simple ex-
ponential way since both series and parallel (redundant) equipment
interconnections are involved and the resulting distribution of failure
times is no longer exponential. In a redundancy situation for a failure
to have occurred, all parallel paths must have failed. Table III presents
the basic single site reliability data analysis for each support function.
This table gives the single site reliabilities for each support function
as calculated from the data for selected time intervals applicable to
this study. All subsequent estimates of support reliability are based
on Table III.
(d) Bt; considering total .MS,FN coverage, i.e., the number of sites which
can view the spacecraft(s) during any given mission phase, an overall
MSFN support function reliability estimate is obtained. In this situation
"redundancy" is provided by the number of sites covering. This
For example, the Lunar Orbital Mission Reliability Study included in the October-December 1968,
APL quarterly progress report mentioned in the introduction.
6
Table III
a Single Site Reliability
of Function Over Time Interval TFunction
T=.133 hr T=1.0hr T=2.0hr T=8.0hr T=14.0 hr
I .99893 .99199 .98405 .93758 .89354
A .99953 .99656 .99313 .97285 .95247
B .99934 .99452 .989x 1 .95741 .92645
C .99967 .99760 a.99522 .98105 .96708
D .99945 .99595 .99192 .96811 .94486
II .99982 .99882 .99766 .99054 .98321
A .99984 .99884 .99880 .99083 .98402
B .99984 .99854 .99769 .99065 .98367
C .99984 .99854 .99769 .99065 .98367
D .99984 .99884 .99880 .99083 .98402
E .99984 .99884 .99769 .99083 e98402
111 .99876 .99080 .98170 .92882 .87877
,A. .99983 .99883 .99768 .99081 .98395
B .99913 .99357 .98717 .94977 .91376
C .99945 .99593 .99188 .96795 .94459
IV .99925 .99227 .98462 .93989 .89722
A .99938 .99542 .99087 .96401 .93788
B .99942 .99574 .99151 .96648 .93013
C .99981 .99861 .99723 .98882 .98027
D .99955 .99660 .99320 .97309 .95338
E .99975 .99826 .99652 .98608 .97559
F .99945 .99593 .99188 .96795 .93695
G .99942 .99574 .99151 .96648 .93013
7
"redundanc y " varies depending upon whether one or two spacecraft are
covered. From a reliability standpoint it is found that dual sites pro-
vide very little redundancy when a single spacecraft is considered. A
summary of site coverage for a lunar mission is given in Figure 2.
The detailed information from which the summary of Figure 2 was 	 A
obtained is included in reference 1. This reference described in detail
coverage for a night launch in August 1969 involving translunar injection
over the Atlantic. The first lunar landing mission may well occur in,
July 1969 with translunar injection over the Pacific. These missions
would differ in detail as to which sites covered when, but the overall
summary of coverage as given in figure 2 should apply to either.
A summary table of site mode support capability is given in Figure 4.
It has been assumed in this study that 30 ft antenna sites can "back up"
85 ft antenna sites at lunar distance in the PM modes. (Contingency"
modes or modes other than mode 2 might have to be used.) The 30 ft.
antenna sites cannot "back up" the 85 ft. antenna sites at lunar distance
in the FM modes which includes television. These assumptions can be
inferred from Figure 4. Examples of the variation in equipment re-
dundancy for certain USB areas as a function of site coverage is shown
in Figure 3. Implications for other on site equipment existing in the
same quantities as those selected for illustration can be obtained from
Figure 3.
(e) In estimating "availability" the ratio of average down time to mean time
between failure can be used when both the failure times and repair times
are exponentially distributed;
A ev 1 _ MTR	 MTR 2r\J
MT BF rMT_NF)
For this study availability estimates were obtained using average down
times for each equipment area but including only those repairs com-
pleted within 30 hours in calculating the average down time. The histo- 	
4
gram examples of down time date ,>;1ven in Appendix I show a "bi model"
or even "multi model" distribution of down times. Much of this is due
to "logistics time" during mission status contributing to down times as
long as two weeks or so. Such lengthy down times are assumed not to
be typical of mission flight periods. It is assumed that every effort
would be made during pre launch mission status to provide necessary
spares and if needed, replacement could be flown to sites relatively
quickly while a mission is in progress.
8
If "logistics down times" are not considered the data indicates that in most
equipment areas most ;failures are repaired within one day with a typical aver-
age down time of about 8 hours,
,0
9
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"AS DEFINED IN THE MSFN SUPPORT FUNCTION LiST FIG, 1
`DURING 'OFF' PERIODS FUNCTION V (MAINTAIN SITE PROF
*
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A
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JABILITY NOMINAL OPEIL .'SING PARAMETERS FOR MSFN AND SPA0ECRAFT
upport functions
Given that st least one site cap^ble
of supporting the function can be In
contact with the spacecraft flit mini •
mum tlumf it of sites which con be in
contact is ►
Maximum time interval during w(flch
no site capable of supporting the
function con be In contact
Single situ MTBF estimation for the funeticn
^•-•-•.•-•^......w-»
One spacecralt S- Single
D « DO
•-..
Two spacecraft 5 - Slpgta
 D e Dual
on of
s time
tion)
nging
aengle
anglr
` 851 30, 851 or 30 1 05, 30' 85 , or 30 1 30 1 -S 301-D $51 101-5 301=7D 851
a* min  min a 18.0 .316 0 x398 .0 318.01'7113 180.4 180,4 .1718 171.3 171.8
400..5 4 0. - AU0.5 - 400.3 400.5 400.5
D 240.4 240.6 240.6 240.6 240.6 940.6
ommuni•
Octal
PM
modes,
VHt-
A 74U.7 4. 4.^^. --7-
4 494.1 494.1 467.3 467.3 -767.3
C 436.9 m437.3 A37.1- 436.9 436.4 436,9
D 740.7
a
740.7 740.7 ^.^^.^.740.7 7407 740.7
E 716.3 716.3 716,3 716.:3 716 3 716.3_
PM modes
s low
TLM
A 8604 861.3 861.3 66 .9 660.+1 6	 :9
-r 151.7 `.	 .:7...` -1 -637-
C 239.4 239.4 2:49.4 239.4 139A 239.4
PM modes
normal
TLM
A ^. .B _ -M7- = --'T5'1.7 I5-r7-
C 2 3 97 .._ 239.4 239.4 239.4 139.4 239.4
,ft status FM mod,)s
TV
A 6 861.3 861.3 860.9 SbU.9 860;9
B Mr- S' .7 152.7 527 151.7 152,7
C 3 9.4 239.4 39.13 239.4 i'39 d 239.4
pia bank
A 863.9 61.3 8b 1.3 860.9 Stit0 86U.y^
B 152.7 5232.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 151.'7
C 239.4 9.4 239.4 23'114 239.4 239.4
SIV B
A 340.0 340.0 340.0 340.0 340.0 340.0
B 152.7 1	 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7
C 239.4 23914 239.4 239.4 23;.^.4 239.4
other
cra g
_
PM
modes
A 2	 f,% 213.4 213.4 213.4 213.4 213.4
B _2-i "6 229.0 213.4 229.0 229.0 229.0
C 1 1 1213.3 1213.8 1213.8 1213.3 1	 12 13.3 1213.3
D :>3. 293.3 293.3 293.3 293.3. 293.3
E 346.3 348.9 ;148.9 346.3 346.3 346.3
F 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4
G 2*•* I 1 229.0---- -229.0 229.0 229.0 229.0 229.0
on of
is time
neon)
PM
rnging
doppler
ai	 le
A 2*** 3 5** ix 318.0 318. - 318.0 318.0 318.0 316.0
B 171.8 171.8 171.8 171.8 171.8 171.8
C 400.5 400.5 A00.5 400.5 400.5 400.5
D 240.6 240.6 240.6 240.6 240.6 240.6
;ommuni
ecraft
PM
modes,
VHF
A 740.7 740.7 740.7 740.7 740.7 740.7
B 1 467.3 494.1 1	 494.1 467.3 467.3 467.3
C I 1 436.9 437.3 437.3 436.9 436.9 436.9
D
W
740.7
716.5
740.7
716,
740.7
6.
740.7
7 T 6.3
740.7
716.3
740.7
716.E
PM modes
slow
TLM
A 860.9 861.3 860.9 860.9 860.9 860.9
B CONTINUOl1S 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7
C 239A 239.4 239.4 23	 .d 239.4
M modes
normal
TLM
A 'COVERAOU 860.9 861.3 861.3 860.9 860.9 860.9
B 152.7 152. 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7
93
y
.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4
oft status FM modes
TV
A
M
860.9 861.3 861.3 860.9 860.9 860.9
B 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7
C 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4
TLM
playback
A 860.9 861.3 861,3 860.9 860,9 860.9
B 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7
C 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4
S IV B
A 340.0 340.0 340.0 340.0 340.0 340.0
B 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7
C 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4
'other
ecraft
PM
modes
^9 .4 213.4 3, 213.4
,PC A229.0 229.0 229,0 229.0 229.0 229.01123.3 312	 ,3 1213.3 1213.3 1213.3 1213.3
D 293.3 293.3 293. 293.3 293.3 293.3
E 346.3 348.9 348.9 346.3 346.3 346.3
F 239.4 239,4 239.4 239.4 239.4 1	 239.4
G 229.0 229.0 1	 229.0 229.0 229.0 1	 229.0
CIENCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION
TABLE
LUNAR LANDING MISSION RELIABILITY NOMINAL OPERA
Mission
plisse
kss#ntiol datama
	
tial date
Duration of
single site
coverage interval
Required MSPN support functions
Divan that at 10061 one sit# rippsa ►
of supportiry file function son be
contact with the spacecraft ilia m
mumnumbor of ,turfs which cam
Incontoot It,
(C) Tronslunor (a) Abort and Approximate * r 30, 1
flight return
(b) Lunar
orbit insertion
10 to 1E hrs on
10 to 14 hrs off"
(Earths' Diurnal
Rotation)
i	 Determine position of
spacecraft versus time
(tracking/navigotIon)
PM
raging
dopplor
angle
A * 2 4'
it	 Maintain voice communi•
cation with spacecraft
PM
modes,
VHF
modes
...w., .^.,,.....
..
sicw
TLM
m	 as
normal
TLM
III	 Monitor spocecraft ISM modes
..._
".
status and systernx TV
TLM
A
.^..
playback
^fYt?i
IY 3and commandsiot or up
date to spacecraft (e.g.
transmit navigation up•
dotes, transmit midaburso
guidance correction tor-
psting, transmit targeting
or 
rail p
ossible aborts, trans
ossi orbit in section
PM
modes
A 2 A'
(D) Lunar
orbit
(a) Lunar orbit
determination
(b) Lunar module
a) Approximately
1.3 hours on,
0.8 hours off
for CSM
targeting)
I	 Determine position of
spacecraft Yorsus tittle
(tracking.'navigation)
PM
rnging
dopp)or
angle
A 1	 2".. 3 S.
descant & land-
leg
(c) Lunar nodule
b) Approximmtety
12 to lA hours
for LM'*
11	 Maintain voice communl`
cation with spacecraft
PM
modos,
VHF D
stay ....^»
(d) Lunar module
ascent &
rendezvous III	 Monitor spacecraft status
slaw
TLM
PM modes
normal
Q
A
and systems
(e.g, verify AGC state
vector following lunar
orbit insertion
TLM
PM made$
TV
A
a
TLM
playback
A
C
C
IV Send commands/othor
up data to n spacecraft
(e,g, transmit targeting
ffor lunar orbit Insertion
2nd burn, transmit naYi•
gallon updates, transmit
large ling for transoarth
Injection)
PN
made$
A
Ar
1 3 5*
8
C
DE ^.
F
G
"AS DEFINED IN THE MSFN SUPPORT FUNCTION LIST FIG, 1
DUi:"?+`G "OFF" PERIODS FUNCTION V (MAINTAIN SITE PROFICIENCY) iS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED
INCLUDES 'MING SITE
WM	1 ^
TABLE, IV-2
NOWNAL OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR MISFN AND SPACECRAFT (cont'd)
CAven that of least one Of# CO	 bit
I Maximum limo Interval	 which
Single oil @ VT OF estimation for the funr ► ion
0	 Insuppomin	 the functlof i can during
f tions	 contact wl	 iv spacecraft tho mini• no site capable of juppcttinq the
010 spacecraft 5 , Single Two spacecraft '01 -	 al."Plo=in number of sites which can be funclicri coi be in contactin contact is, 0 - Dual D - Dili
85 , 300 05, or 30 , $5, 30, 85, or 30 , 30 1 =°, 30 , 	1)
-
85, 30,- S 301•=11 85,
-AFM	 2.:.
_
-v 31)1 0 31-13 0 3113 0 318 18-1)
rng i ng S ri ==17E -7rr- ­- ^1 17­ ==17TI-
4oppler 40, 6 401 4W' ­ r -900 46
angle 772^0 ­^4
 244 ti -2-4 t^ 6 i406_ _PFC __114 6)
4 _A_P_"W6'7­._74P* ^4
PM 7 3- ^4 ^4_ '_4N7 1
_ 
-4-6 7 -1 -W_W7j_-_ UI-3--
mWes, C 4	=6 _ZJ*=147 431) Y74 0_, 7.. . 4	 ^j0 p	 1		
7-4 0, ­74 0 7 ­ 1^40 I 740 7
M_ _3 ­ 7 =' T-ifri- 7-1-6,3
P!1A Wo_dos A -860 9- -86(; 9- 860 11
rAow 52 7 X52,7 15X 7 ` 19!2'1 x151
7LM	
-C 239 .9 2--19 .4S fi-r 13'1..1 x239 . 4 ^ i^ 394
60 1, ­8 ib 7 3 - 861 R
oil
807-
CONTINUOUS
-.-
_02 _'C 152 . 7 152 7 152.7 152. 1 152.7
TLM I- 2_A14 ­^i49-W-
2*** COVERAGE __106 0 =9 _3_8rl _14S_ 860.9 860 9
F M modes 52. 15^1 52-7- r^ 7 -7- _f 5 ^_i
TV R'23 K 4"-Tr -274
A '6 0 _9 861 .3  -- _W_ff _9_r6 Q -8-6.6_9 $60 9
L
iLM	
_TT 1-5 -157 r 7 1.5V3
p layback	 C 239.4 239.4 9A
A.	 ....	 .... . ......
--------- -----------
	 -	 -- ---	 - ...........
A ' 2 4' 213.9 21JA 213.4 213A
2 Wr __2 294 '0 22910
1213.3 1113.1 1213 3 =-WIT 1 1213.3 1!13.3PM
Modes 346,3 34F9 346.3 346,^ '346.3
--Y3-0 -4 -Mr4- --TW -4 -7371-4"­2 JY4--
4 129 ,4 229 .4
.
__4_29 0 25_910 229 0
PM	 A	 2 . . * 3 5• 48min (CSM) 48min(CSO 48min(CSM 318.0 318 .0 .0 31$,D ­118-0 -0
rnginG 171,8 180.4 180A 171,8 1'/ I..8­111.8
dopplor 4M ­4b	=._4M05_ 900.5 400.5 400.5
(-nglo ­74=6 40.6 ^4O 6 'A 0Y 240,6  24771^^ ­..-^ ^ 40.
4 ^O7 740.`! 740.7 740.7
467.3 499	-1 --7-941 67.'
.3
467.3 467.3
modes, 436 .9 ........; 3 ^73 437.3 1	 436.9 436,9 436.9
VHF	 D 740.7 740.7 740.7 740.7 740.7 740,7
=6 _7 r6-,3 716 .3 _716.3 716.3 716.3
PM modes A 860.9 861.3 861.3 860.9 8609 860 . 9
slow
	
p 152 .7 152 .7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7
TLM _23 V4 2-39.4 239.4 239A 239.4 239A
CAM modes 860.9 6 $61.3 86U.9 860.9 86C.9
normal --1-52-.7 =7 15'1.7 52.7 '-152
TLM	 C 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4 239.4
FM	 Amodes 22 ---866-.9 861.3 861.3 860.9 860.9 860.9
TV	 8 X52. 152.7 _152.7 _15-27 -152.7 152.7
C
--
239.4 259A 239.4 239,4 239 .9 239.4-
A ­6=6 -76=3 860.9 BG0.9TLM
playback . 13 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152.7 152,7
C
177
A 1 1	 3 1	 5 .. I 213.9 213.9 213.4 213.4 213.4 2.13.9
226.0 226.0 226.0 226.0 226.0
--
226.0
1 2 13.3 -7f3,T -21373--
1
PM	 D 293.3 -293-.T- 293.3 2 93.3 2 9313 293.5
modes-r-- 346.3 -TTr§-- 348. 9 340 346.3 T4 =,'
F D9 .4 239A '2 39A --ff§,-4
229.0 229.0
IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION
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LUNAR LANDING MISSION RELIABILITY NOMINAL OPERATING
Misstepilian Essen tial data
dec is ionsmaser	
Duration of
single write
coverage interval
Required MSFN support fi^ tfons
Given that Of Ioost snit trite asMble
of supportint the fvnctlorf can be in
confect with tier spacecraft this minis
mmnumbor of sites which can be in
contact is^
(E) Transsarth
flight
(a) Transoorth
litigation
(b) Earth s 
r
atmosphere
Apprexirmie
to 1A hra an
10 to 14 Iva off'"
)	 Detsunine p041119n of
spacecraft versus time
(tracking navigation)
spins
dopplor
@note
•
"^ ^ `*
*_:
entry
II	 Matntoln value tomnturnl»
cation with spacecraft
PM
modes,
VHlr
slaw
TLM
normal Rte,
iII
	 Monitor spacecraft status TLM
and systems(e.g, verify AGC state
vector following trans-
FMmodos
TV
A .
»»
-,
earth infectloll) TLM
playback
IV Send conwrtonds °other up
dots to spacecraft
(e.g. transmit targeting
for entry corridor
PM
modes
D
.^
control)
(F) Entry pproxinwta
10 minutes
etermine positron p
spacecraft versus time
(trcckingAnovi got Ion)
(e.g. entry trasectory
monitoring, splash point
predlotton)
rnging
doppler
nn le
,,,,,,,,
iI	 Maintain votee communh
canon with spacecraft
PMmodes,
VHF
PM modaK
slow
._... ^... .•^.•..
TLM
M modes
normal B I ,	 r
TLM
,
111
	
Monitor spacecraft status FM modes
and sysfrtms TV
TLM
playback
'^^•^^^ :?: l
'.•f:''.":^3a
^ ! • a
^!f :f
A
'ri'rr•?r'.•'.lf;' f:%r?!i$
rlr^r %; `«:•ir
:rte
s.
I
•i'r:SR
!J •.1.^
11 ^^.
:, ,l,•; •rr
P•!/f^F^
!
ri ^ ^ r
^Y,'!l
•;:.... .
IV Send commands: other
up data to spacecraft
PM
modes DE
G
"AS DEFINED IN THE MSFN SUPPORT FUNCTION LIST FIG. 1
""DURING "OFF" PERIODS FUNCTION V (MAINTAIN SITE PROFICIENCY) I$ ASSUMED TO BE I , HE REQUIRED SU
*** INCLUDES WING SITE
/y
TAB LE IV-3
NOMINAL OPERATING PARAMETEMS FOR MSFN AND SPACEORAFT (cunt d)
Qivon that
of Ilif	
1	 9	
n W function co	 In
pwt functions	 contact with 
the 
spococraft the Will,
mom nvailivt of slips which con bo in
contact Is ,
hW)dbftf" tiff-" interval dutinj Which
no illit copablv Of AvPWIlng dw
function con be h4 contact
Simple site MTOF ostimatlan for the function
Oil# opomfolf 5 - Single	 Two apdcoctaft 5 - Singl*
D - Dust	 D	 Due[
PM
-)Of	 A	 2 0-filling
cl fin"
angle
I V-9, '-DU_____ -95 no", -% 30, --D
- 
2 4"# 3180
­W,
240^b=
313 0 J111111 0
7 
3180
^^-TJFIIW^
1) fo
-1"*I-
all .fl
--Tyr7-
4
4-0 6- Jjfrj -2-40rr- -24-0
PM
Milos,
@craft	 VHF	
-.1Y
14 0,7
-'f4l'r
749-2--
4 3	 J
--F4
 
J
-140- 7- ^-A-Vf^
­4 S6- -9-
'"4 6
A` 6-4-
4
-fig MW,^-jt	 A
slow
TLM,
'a
8617
13 2y- If--
86 6i"T
U
6
-660
5, -C7 T5-'2-1
.4
normal	 8 CONTINUOUS 152,7 152.7 152.7 152-7 152,7 1 12 J
aft status	 TLM ---3lr4- --7.1 Tr4--- 2 2117.4 h 9 -4 2 3 A
-A
I'MmoJos
otate	 TV	
r
COVURAGE 860.9
239.4
06113
152
861.3
151 2
239,4 v
060.9
2394
860,9
4
•
"0,9
239,4
TLM
playtock	 0
1,W9 N27
1521 152,7 1521 52.7
860-7
52
......
219-.47- ---tf-394 -2 ^'-9 4 239.4 I39o4
+
MI1 111 ;4444 N 1	 1 ON
Vi a: 1 1114 .... .. 6 '1 *13.1 ' - - ' 2"-1- 3-'.'4' .... .... 721 !.A --M. -4
Other up 320 3- 2 .0 2x9 .0 --M 9. 0 221.5
PM
modes
293,3
-46;3 -
239.4
2 13.
293.3
-- 4Tr-
339.3
TF3-3
293.3
-- 348,9
-23-- r-4
1215.3
293.3
346=.
2.439
12 13.3
293.3
346 
*
3
239.4
3
293.3
346.3
.0
229.5 229.0 1	 22910
,on of 1 r 3 min 3 non 318.0 -fi^S - 0 - I 0=0 31 8.0 310-.0 3^18 0
ar time
il It i on)	 doppler	 C
tory
ish point	 unglo
-1-7-
400.5
240.6
-1-80.4
400-5
-2-4 r6-
-7-AT7--
--- I ffA
- 
400.5
24 0 .6
740.7
171.8
400,5
-2-40-.6 -
140.7
171,8
40 0 .5
240.6
-7-4T ­7
171.8
-400.5
240.6
-74-07
'PM
--omn and - 	 modes
cocre"t	 YHF	
15-
67.3 494.1 --T9-41
- 
4673-- 437.3
....... 
467.3
436.9 -43-M-- 437:3- -1-43-679 436.9 ;i 3 6-9
'74 0.7 740.1 41
=7
117- 70.14
=14^ ^- 716.3
860.9 861 3 861 .3 0.9 860.9I'Mmodes	 A Gorr 1-86
slow	 B 152.'/ 152,7 1 52.'1 152.7 152.7 152.7
TLM -T 239.4 '-73-94 239.4 239.4 ­42 39. 2-39.4
PM-m-od-es - A- 60 .9 -861.3 861.3- 860.9 -98G0 , 860.9
normal	 'D
TLM
	
L
152.7 132.7 5277 152.7 -2.715
350.4 230.4 2 3 9^-.4 -1^ 4 T3r4 - I
-T
aft status	 FM modes
TV
--36-6-f-
162.7
, 4
t61,5
-15f^.7-
-2-3T ­4
6 .3
--TN-2-,7-
239.4
60.9
152.7
139.4
--ff6 T
=5
259.4
86019
152.7
239.4
TLM	 Al
playback
860.0
162.7
861.3
152.7
861.
152.7
60.9
152,7
860,9
1 52.7
-9860 .
_7
W74 239.1 230.4 239.4 239.4 239.4
WA
44
213.4 213.4 213.4 213.4 213.4 213.4
229.0 229.0 229.0 229.0 229.0 229.0
other	 PM
ocraft	 modes	 Ei
1213.3 1213.3 1213.3 1213.3 1213.3 1213.3
10.3 -293.3 293.3 293.3 293.3 293.3
346.3 Y4-8.9- 348.9 346.3 346.3 346.3
--13-9.4 239.4 239.4
-
239.4 239.4 239.4
ul	 1 229.0 229,0- 229.0 229.0 229.0 229.0
NCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION
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TABLE IV-4
LUNAR LANDING AWSION RELIABILITY NOMINAL OPE11A.TING PARAMETERS F01
Over the Cpvt
Mis^slon
phase
Esssntio	 dote/l
iamaser t	 to
Duration of
single site Required MSFN support functions S - 5ingin
aov era gs interval One spacecraft D - Dual
30t_S	 30 1 -D	 851
(A) Launch, (o) Earth orbit Approximate i Determine posi tion of PM A .99953 999 5 .999!,
Insertion, determination 8 min on spacecraft versus time rnging 8 .99.934 ^ `434 .9993
Earth orbit 80 min a t f** (tracking/navigation) doppler 67 '19937 t'
(b) Tronslunor (typical Earth angle D 45 79W
Injection orbit cove-age) 4 .91984 914F
go/no go PM B 9 84II Maintain voice communication modes, C 9984
with spacecraft VHF D .99984
E 99984
M modes A -.91 993 o9	 3 N
slow 11 11 .99913 .9991'
TLM G ' 99946 d
PM modes .99983 .99M
normoi B^
III Monitor spacecraft status TLM C
A
45
.99983
A
and systems FM modes B ,99913 99^1^3 .9	 1
TV C .99945 .99945 9 94
TLM
A .99983 .99983 7 999E
playback 8 .99913 99)3
7
C 45 7gq-45 9994
A .99960 .99960 6
SIV 8 B .99913 .9013 .9991
C 9 945 99 45 iii'
4 4 4
IV Send commands/other PM CD
81
99955 .99955 .9995
up data to spacecraft modes L .99975 .99975 .999
45 1	 99945 99 4
G .99942 1	 .99942 .999..
(8) SIV B (a) Lunar Approximate I	 Determine pos ition of PM A .99313 .99313 .9937Separation, landing 120 min spacecraft versus time rnging B 198911 ,98911 1989!transposition determination (tracking/navigation) doppler C .99522 .99522 .995'
and docking milestone angle D .99192 . 99192 .991°
A 881) .99880 1998
PM B .99769 .99769 .997II Maintain voice communication modes, C .99769 99769 .997
with spacecraft VHF D .99880 .99880 .998
E .99769 ' ^	 .99769 .9971
PM modes A .99768 .99768 .997
slow B .98717 1 	 ,98717 .987
TLM C .99188 .99188 1991,
PM modes A .99769 .99769 .997
normal B .98717 .98717 .987'Ili Monitors pa cecraft statusPa TLM C .99188 .99188 .991
and systems A .99769 .99769 .997
FM modes g 1	 .98717 .98717 .987TV C 99188 99188 7991
TLM A 9976 9 ,99769 .997
playback B •98717 .98717 .987"C 199188 199188 .991
A .99404 .99404 .994
SIV B B .98717 .98717 .987
C .99188 .99188 .991
A .99087 .99087 .990
B .99151 .99151 .991
1V Send commends/other PIA C .99273 .99273 .992D .99320 .99320 .993
up data to opacecraft modes E 99652 .99652 .996
F 99188 .99188 .99
G 99151 .99151 .991
*AS WINED IN THE MSFN SUPPORT FUNCTION LiST FIG, 1
**DURING "OFF" PERIODS FUNCTION V (MAINTAIN SITE PROFICIENCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION.
l(
TABLE IV-4
%BITITY NOMINAL OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR MSFN AND SPACECRAFT (cont'd)
ation of
210 site
ae interval
curate
x1
off"
i Earth
ximato
in
RequirotJMSFN support functions
I Determine position of
	
PM
spacecraft versus time	 rnging
(trocking/navigation)	 doppler
ongio
tingle site reliability
aver I 	 cava	 go interval
S	 Single	 S n SingleOne spacecraft D R Dual	 Two spacecraft D b Dual
30'-8	 30 1 -D	 851	 300-5
	 301-D	 85,
A	 .99953	 .99953	 ,99953
	 .99953	 .99953
	 .999953
Overall reliability over
the cove 	 interval(multiple sites)
One
	 Two
.Paco•	 ipoco.
craft
	 croft
.999953
B .99934 ,99934 .99934 .99934 .99934 .99934 .99934
67 70W 67 .99967 6 6 .99967
D 7W-945 .9'Tf45 799945 ,	 45 4 945 799945
tl Maintain voice communication
with spacecraft
PM
modes,
VHF
d 4 4
B 98A
C . 99984 
D .99984
E .99984
III Monitor spacecraft status
and systems
PM modes
slow
TLM
A 3 83 ,9 983 9	 83 . 983 .99983 9998
3 . M]3 . 99913 .99913 .99913
.	 4- 4 45 Y9945 . 99 94.q 79 45 799 45
PM modes
normal
TLM
99983 983'
3 1 13 9 13 .99	 13
C 4 45 9 45 .99945 45 .99945 .99945
FM modes
TV
8 3 983 7983
B 1	 .9991L .99913 .99913 .99913 ,99919 .99913 .99913
.99945 .99945 ,99945 9945 .99945 .99945 .99945
TLM
playback
A .99983 .99983 ,99983 .99983 .99983 .99983 .99983
B .99913 .99913 .99913 1	 .99913 ,99913 .99913
C d5 79 9945 .99945 948 1	 .99945 .99945 .99945
S I V B
A 7VqT6T .99960 60 .99960 ,9996 .99960 ,99960
5 99	 13 .9 913 .99913 99913 .99913 .99913 .99913
C .99945 45 19945 .99945 .99945 .99945 .99945
IV Send commands/other
up data to spacecraft
1	 Determino posi t ion of
spacecraftp(tracking/navigation)
II Maintain voice communication
with spacecraft
PM
modes
PM
rnging
doppler
angle
PM
modes,
VHF
A 99938 .99938 99930 38 -79938 .99938 .99938
42 42 799942 7M47 942 .99943
81 81 199181 .99	 81 .99981 799981
D .99955 ,99955 .99955 .99955 .99955 .99955 .99955
E ,99975 .99975 .99975 .99975 .99975 .99975 .99975
F 45
.99942
.99313
.98911
.99522
.99192
45 9 45 .	 9 45 .99945 99945 .94945
G
A
B
C
D
1 	 42
.99313
98911
.99522
.99192
88
.99942
.99313
.98911
.99522
9192
.9988
.99942
.99313
.98911
.99522
.99192
.99880
.99942
.99313
.98911
.99522
.99192
.99880
99942
.99313
.98911
.99522
.99192
.99880
.99942
.9999991- 94999
.99987
199998
.99993
.999991
B .99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 ,99999
C ,99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 199999
D .99880 7991380 ,99880 ,99880 ,99880 .99880 1 99999+
E .99769 1	 .99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 .99769 .99999
III Monitor apacocraft status
and systems
PM modes
slow
TLM
A 1	 ,99768 .99768 .99768 ,99768 .99768 .99768 199999
B 8717 .9871 .98717 .98 .98717 .98717 .99984
C 918 r .99188 .99188 ,99188 .99188 .99188 .99993
PM modes
normal
TLM
A 99769 .99769 .99769 ..99769 .99769 .99769 1 .99999
B .98717 .98717 .98717 .98717 .98717 .98717 1 1	 .99984
C 9918 .99188 1	 ,99188 .99188 .99188 .99188 1 1	 .99993
FM modes
TV
A ,99769 .99769 1	 99769 .99769 1	 .99769 99769 1	 .99999
B 98717 .98717 .98717 .98717 1	 .98717 .98717 1	 99984
C .99 88 .99188 .99188 .99188 .99188 .99188 .99993
TLM
playback
A .99769 .99769 .99769 ,99769 ,99769 .99769 .99999
B 98717 .98717 .98717 ,98717 .98717 ,98717 .99984
C 99188 ,99188 .99188 .99188 ,9188 .99188 .99993
SIV B
A .99404 .99404 .99404 .99404 .99404 .99404 .999989 .99996
B 98717 ,98717 .98717 .98717 .98717 .98717 .999999+ .99984
C .99188 .99188 .991@,8 99188 .99188 .99188 1	 .99993
IV Send commands/other
up data ^o spacecraft
PM
modes
A .99087 .99087 .99087 .99087 .99087 .99087 .99992
B ,99151 .99151 .99151 .99151 .99151 .99151 .99993
_C
D
.99273 99273 ,99273 99273 199273 .99273 99999
-993 20 199320 .99320 ,99320 .99320 99320 .99995
E 99652 .99652 .99652 99652 .99652 .99652 199995
F .99188 .99188 .99188 .99188 ,99188 .99188 99999
G .9915 1 .99151 99151 .99151 .99151 99151 99793
' FIG. 1
TE PROFICIENCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQU I RED SUPPORT FUNCTION.
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TABLE IV-5
LUNAR, LANDING MISSION'' RELIABILITY NOMINAL OPERATING PARAMETERS FO
simple site r
over the cove
Mission Essential data/ Duration ofsingle site Required MSFN support functions
phase major decisions
coverage interval : - Single
*_spacecraft	 G - Dual
30 t -.S 30'••D 95,
(C) Translunar (o) Abort and Approximate PM A .95247 .95k47 ,9524
Night return 10 to 14 hrs on I	 Determine position of rnginp 4,7 . 2645 .	 64
10 to 14 Mrs off" spacecii+ versus time doppler . 9 670
(b) Lunar (Earths' Diurnal (track ing/novigotion) angle -74-4  6 -79-4-4F6- 9448
orbit insertion Rotation) A .98402 .98402 .9840'
PM b a 6%II	 Maintain voice communication modes, C ,98347 ,§8,4 r 834'
with spacecraft VHF 0 .98402 98 405 4
q .98405
PM modes A .98395 .98';95 .9839
slow B 7M76 .91376 .9137
TLM 440- .9d459 44
M modes `
normal B 91376 .91:76 .9137III	 Monitor spacecraft status TLM C 44 .94459 .445.
and systems A
'9 3FM modes
B 137TV
.9445
TLM A
.	 3
B .9137
to backp lay
.9445
IV	 Send commands/other up data A .93788 .93788 9378
to spacecraft (e.g, transmit B 93013 .93M . 3 1
navigation updates, tronsmi't PM C .98027 ,98G27 .9802_
midcourse guidance correction modes D .95338 ,95338 .9533
targeting, transmit targeting for E 97559 .97559 .9755
possible aborts, transmit lunar F .93695 .93095 .9369
orbit in section targeting) G .93013 .93013 .9301
D	 Lamar
_
a	 Lunar orbit a) Approximately A .95247 .95247 .9524
orbit determination 1.3 hours on, I	 Determine position of rnging B .92645 ,92645 .9244
0.8 hours off spacecraft versus time C .96708 ,96708 ,9670
(b) Lunar module for CSM (trocking/navigation)
dop^ler
ong a D ,94486 .94436 .9448
descent & landing .98402 8402 .9840
b) Approxlmately PM B 8367 .98367 ,9836
(c) Lunar module 12 to 14 hours It	 Maintain voice communication modes, C ,98347 .98347 .9834
Stay for LA'.** with spacecraft VHF D .98402 .98402 .9840
E .98402 .98402 .9840
(d) Lunar PM modes A ,98395 1	 ,98395 ,9839
module ascent slow B 1376 1	 .91376 .9137
& rendezvous TLM C ,94459 .94459 ,9445
PM modes A .98395 .98395 9839
Ill	 Monitor spacecraft status normal B 91376 .91376 .9137
and systems TLM C .94459 .94459 9445
(e.g. verify ACC state vector 83
following lunar orbit insertion) FM modes B .9137TV
C .9445
A .9839
TLM B
9playback .445
IV Send commands%/-W r up data A .93788 ,93788 .9378
to spacecraft
	
(e.g. transmit B .93013 .93013 .9301
targeting for lunar orbit 8027 .98027 .9802
insertion 2nd burn, transmit PM D .95338 .95;338
novigation updates, transmit modes E 7559 .97559
targeting for transearth F .93695 ,93695
A.953 3
G .93013 .93013injection)
*AS DEFINED IN THE MSFN SUPPORT FUNCTION LIST FIG.1
"DURING "OFF" PERIODS FUNCTION V (MAINTAIN SITE PROFICIENCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION.
TABLE IV-5
NOMINAL OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR MSFN AND SPACECRAFT (contlid)
Vol
Required MSFN support functions
Single site reliability
Over the coverage interval
Overall reliability over
the coverage interval
(multiple sites)
S - Single
One spacecraft 0- Dual
S	 . Single
Two spacecraft 0 - Dual
One
space-
Crof t
Two
space.Craft
# 30 1-S 30'-D 85 1 30'-D	 1 85-
r )
al
1	 Determine position of
spocacraft versus time
(tracking/navigation)
PM
rri ging
dopplar
on	 le
A .95247
9CD)W46
.95247 .95247 .95247 .95247 .95247 .999999 .99891
B .92645 Y2645 .92,645
g30'-$
M-645
^ 5
-.92645 .92645 . f9 P*9 -5 9-9883
M67W .06760 -76-Mr
. 
6 
1
. 96700 0 .99900
8
.94486 ' 94486
9	
8
44 6 .94486 .94486 .999998 .99939
I	 Maintain voice communication
^ilh rpacecroft
PM
modes,
VHF
/7 7 N8 402 -79-84-6 -2 . 98 40 2 .98402 .98402 .98402 .9999994 .99995
-T .98367 7B-3*6-7- -N - 7 0-3 67 -. qff-3C7- -TWj-61'--
-C .98347 98r47 347 .98 347 .98347 -7,9834  
D .98 402 -7W4W 7 f4-F2- .98402 . 08402
.9840 2	 1 .98402 _N4U-2 402 . 9 8402 .98402
III	 Monitor spacecraft status
and systems
PM modes
slow
TLM
-
A .98395	 1 .98395 .98$95 .98395 .98395 .98395 .9999,99 .99995
B .91376 .9137 6 91P-6 . 9 1376 76. 91376 .999990 .99833
='- 19445 9 -7r4 4-5r -:14-1 T- . 9445 - -,- 4459 - -1 9 999 9 A ."9937
M modes
normal
TLM
7- .98395 .98395 . 98395 .98315 7V 3r5- .98 395 9 9999+ .99995
B .91376 .91376 .91376 .91-376 -.91376 .91376 .999990 .99833
-C 445 7^^44 5 445 9 .94459-.94459 "- .999998 .99937
FM modes
TV
W- .98395 N-1 .98395 .99978 -98619
B N-1 .91376 .91376 .99342 .92689
C .94459 1 94459 .99744 .95338
TLM
pi g	tack
A 198395 98395 . 99978 .98619
N.
.91376 .91376 .99342 .92689
C .94459 94459 .99744 .95338
IV	 $i ind commands/other up data
to spacecraft (e.g. transmit
navigation updates, transmrt
mldcourse guidance correction
targeting, transmit targeting for
possible aborts, transmit lunar
1	 orbit in section targeting)
PM
modes
A .93788 .93788 .93"88 .93788 .93788 93788 .999997 .99920
. 93013 . 9 3013 .93 Y1 -3 -.93013 .93013 .93013 .999996 .99896
C .98027 1	 .98027 .98027 .98027 .98027 .98027 ' 9999991 99993
D .95338 .95338 .95330 .95338 95338 .95338 .999999 .999,57
C
'59
. 97559 .97559 . 97559 .97559 . 9999994 . 99989
F
r97 -77-559
36 
9 
5 93695  -. 93695 - ,93695 .93695 .93695 .999999+ .99917
G
.9 0
.93013 .93013 .93013 . 93013 93 1=3 7-93013 990996 99896
tely
,n,
If
I	 Determine position of
11
p acecroft versus time
(t racking/navigation)
I'm
rnging
dop ler
1
A .95247 .95247 .95247 .95247 .95247 .95247 999999 .99891
B .92645 .92645 .92645 .92645 .92645 92645 .999995 .99833
C 96708 .96708 .96708 .96708 .96708 .96708 .999999+- '99980
--F .94-486 -7747-86 94486 .94-486 .94486 .94486 .999998 .99939
rely
z)urs 11	 Maintain voice communication
with spacecraft
PM
modes,
VHF
--T .	
' "
. 98402 .98402 98402 .98402 .9999991, 99995
B ,98367 .98367 1 .9830 .98367 98367 .98367
C
98 
5
.98347
98
98347
NV8410
98347 1 .98347 .98347 .98347
D
. :402
--
.98402 --- --98,116-2 .98402 98402 98402 1	 .98402
E 98402 . 98402 .98402 .98402 98402 .98402
III	 Monitor spacecraft status
and systems
(e.g. Verify AGC slate vector
following lunar orbit Insertion)
PM modes
slow
TLM
A
 8 9
'^93 5 .98395 .98395 98395 98395 .98395 .999999+ .99995
B
-	
1 
376 .9117-6 .91376 .91376 .91376 .91376 .999990 .99833
C .94459 .94459 .94459 .94459 .94459 .94459 .999998 .99937
PM modes
normal
TLM
A
F.94459 - 
95 '--.98395 .98395 98395 .98395 .98395 ' 999999+ 99995
B .91376 .91376 .91376 .91376 .91376 .91376 999990 .99833
C .94459 .94459 .94459 .94459 .94459 .999998 .99937
FM modes
TV
A N., .98395 .98395 .99978 .98619
.91376 .99342 .92689
C .94459 .94459 .99744 .95338
TLM
playback
A .98395 .98395 .99978 .98619
B .91376 N, .91376 .99342 .92639
445 N .94459 .99744 195388
•IV	 Send commands other up data
to spacecraft	 (e,g. transmit
targeting for lunar orbit
Insertion 2nd burn, transmit
navigation updates, transmit
targeting for transearth
Injection)
PM
om des
A .93788 .93788 93788 .93788 .93788 .93788 .999997 .99920
B .93013 .93013 .93013 .93013 1	 .93013 .93013 .999996 .99896
-C . 98027 .98027 .98027 .98027 .98027 98027 .999999+ .99993
D .95338 .95338 .95338 .95338
-
99 .99957
E .97559 .975, 55 .97559 .97559 .97559 .97559 ' 999 9 99+ 199989
F .93695 .93695 .93695 93695 .93695 .93695 .999999+ 99917
G .93013 93013 .93013 .93013 .93013 .93013 .999996 .99896
C ► ENCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION.
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LUNAR LANDING MISSION RELIABILITY NOMINI
Mission
phase
Essential dotal
major decisions
Duration of
single site
coverage Interval
Regi ired MSFN support functions
Sin g le site reliability
ovfr the coverage interval
5 -• Sin leq
One spacecraft D - Duo l Two spacecraft
*	 30 1 .15	 30'-D	 85 1 30'-S	 30'-
(8) Tronsearth
flight
(a) Tronsearth
injection
(b)	 Earths'
Approximate
10 to 14 hrs on
10 to 14 hrs off**
1	 Determine positio n
 o f
spacecraft versus time
(tracking/novlgotion)
PM
rnging
doppler
angle`
A
B
C
D
.95247
. 92645
79670
94486
.95247
264
.96705
.94486
,95247
2645
,96708
4486
atmosphere 4
entry ll	 Maintain voice communication
with spacecraft
PM
modes,
VHF D
6
34
.98402
,9834
98402
98347
.98402
E 4 .98402 .98402
M modes A ,98395 .983 5 .	 395
slow
TLM
3 6
459
i
44a
_ ^ 
1376
.94454 _
PM modes 395 .98395 .98305
III	 Monitor spacecraft status
and systems (e.g. verify
AGC statevector following
transearth injection)
normal
TLM
FM modesTV
eC.94459
376 137
44
.91376
.98395
B .91376
4459
TLM
playback
A .98395
B 91376
C 94459
A
.93788 •.93788 .93788
IV Send commands/other up
B ;93013 3	 1;1 . 30-27
.
data to spacecraft
(e.g. transmit tor6eting
for entry corridor control)
PM
models E
F
_7­1_953',A1
755
3695
5338
-.97559
.93695
533
 ,97559
1 .93695
G .93013 3013 93013
(F)	 Entry ApproKlmote
10 minutes
I	 Determine position of space-
craft versus time (tracking/
navigation) (e,g. entry tra-
laetory monitoring, splash
point prediction)	
-•°'°°
PM
rnging
doppler
angle
A
B
C
D
A
.99953
.99934
.99967
99945
.99984
.99953
,99934
.99967
9994]
9984
..99953
.99934
.9 967
.99945
.99984
PM B
II	 Maintain voice communication
with spacecraft
modes,
VHF
C
D
X999813
E
PM modes A ,94983 ,99983
slow 9  .99913 .99913
TLM C .99945 1	 .99945 .99945
PM modes A 99983 99983 .99983
normal B .99913 .99913 .99913
IiI	 Monitor spacecraft status
and systems
TLM
FM modes
TV
C
B
45
983
.99913
.99945
8'
.99913
.99945
.99983
99913
C .99945 .9994.E .99945
TLM
Playback
A
B
C
99983
,99913
.99945
.99983
.99913
.99945
,99983
.99913
.99945
ilk
A 99938 .99938 .99938
B .99942 ,99942 .99942
IV	 Send commands/other
up data to spacecraft
PM
modes
C
D
E
199981
.99955
.99975
.99981
.99955
.9975
.99981 
.99955
.99975
F .99945 .99945 .99945
G .99942 1	 99942 .99942
*AS DEFINED IN THE MSFN SUPPORT FUNCTION LIST FIG. 1
"*DURING "OFF" PERIODS FUNCTION V (MAINTAIN SITE PROFICIENCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION.
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TABLE IV-6
NOMINAL OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR MSFN AND SPACECRAFT (cont'd)
on of
site
interval
,mate
4 hrs on
d hrs off**
Required MSFN support functions
I	 Determine position of	 PM
posits time	 rngingspacecra f t
	
doppler
angle
$in
	 le site reliability
ovsr Ilia coverage interval
S - Single	 S . Single
One spacecraft D - Dual	 Two spacecraft D - Dual
*	 30 1--	 30'-D	 851	 301-5	 30'-D	 85'
A	 .95247	 ,95247	 .95247
Overall reliability over
the coverage interval 
(multiple Gives)
One	 Two
apace	 space-
craft	 craft
.999999
B .92645 645 .92645 .999995
C .96708 .96708 .96708 .999999+
D .94486 4486 .94486 •999998
ll	 Maintain voice communication
with spacecraft
modes,
VHF
.98402 4 .999999+
6 67 36
.	 3A .98347 .98347
D .98402 .98402 .98402
E 4 -79-84T2- 8402
III	 Monitor spacecraft status
and systems (e.g, verify
AGC state vector following
tronsearth injection)
M modes
slow
TLM
A .98395 .08395 .9 395 999999.b
B 1376 .91376 .91376 .999990
445 ,94459 Y445T 1999998
PM modes
normal
TLM
A .98395 .983 5 .98395 .999999+-
B .91376 .91376 .91376 .999990
C .94459 .445 4459 .999998
FM
FM mados A .98395
99978
B .91376 .99342
C .94459 .99744
TLM
playback
A .98395 .99978
B 91376 .99342
C
,94459 .99744
IV	 Send commands/other up
data to spacecraft
(e,g, transmit targeting
for entry corridor control)
I	 Dotormin6 position of space-
craft versus time (tracking/
novlgation) (e.g. entry tra-
jectory monitoring, splash
point predi ction)
II	 Maintain voice communication
with spacecraft
PM
modes
PM
rnging
doppler
angle
PM
modes,
VHF
A .93788 93788 .93788 .999997
B .93013 .93013	 1 .93013 .999996
27 ,999999+
5338 .95338 .999999
E
W,930113
97559 .97559 .999999+
F 93695 .93695 .999999+
G
A
B
C
A
B
.99953
99934
.99967
99945
.99984
93013
.99953
.99934
.99967
.99945
99984
,93013
.99953
.99934
,99967
.99945
.99984
,999996
.99953
.99934
.99967
99945
.99984
C
D
E
III
	
Monitor spacecraft status
and systems
4'M modes
slow
TLM
A ;99983 ,9998w .99983 .99983
B .99913 .99913 .99913 99913
C .99945 9994:3 .99945 .99945
PM modes
normal
TLM
A .99983 .99983 .99983 99983
B .99913 .99913 .99913 .99913
C .99945 .99945 99945 .99945
FM modes
TV
A .99983 .99983 .99983 .99983
B . 99913 .99913 .99913 .99913 
C .99945 .9994'3 .99945 99945
TLM
playback
A 99983 99983 .99983 .99933
B 1,99913 .99913 1,99913 .99913
C 1	 .99945 .99945 .99945 .99945
i
:;,•.
X.
IV	 Send commands/other
up data to spacecraft
PM
modes
A 99938 .99938 .99938 199938
B .99942 79994 .99942 .99942
C 199981 .99981 1 ,99981 199981
D .99955 .99955 .99955 .99955
E .99975 9975 .99975 ,99975 P^lF .99945 99945 .99945 .99945G .99942 .99942 .99942 .99942
LIST FIG, 1
IN SITE PROFICIENCY) IS ASSUMED TO BE THE REQUIRED SUPPORT FUNCTION,
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s
I.) Launch, Earth Parking Orbit
a) Coverage (Discontinuous)
Minimum number of sites, one, 85 ft or 30 ft antenna
Typical number of sites, two or more in terrain regions
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site, 8 minutes
2.) Translunar Injection (TLI)
a) Coverage (Continuous)
Minimum number of sites, two 30 ft antenna dual sites, (one a ship)
Typical number of sites after TLI, one 85 ft site and wing site, three
30 ft antenna dual sites (one a ship)
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site, TLI approx. 5 minutes,
7 hours following TLI
3.) Transposition and Docking, S4-B Separation (T and D)
a) Coverage (Continuous)
Minimum number of sites, one 85 ft antenna site with wing site,
three 30 ft antenna dual sites (one a ship)
Typical number of sites, same as above for about 4 hours after
transposition and docking, then additional coverage available
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site, T and D approx.
Z hours, 7 hours following T and D
4.) Translunar Flight
a) Coverage (Continuous)
Minimum number of sites; one 85 ft antenna site and wing site, two
30 ft antenna dual sites
Typical number of sites, one 85 ft antenna site and wing site, two
30 ft antenna dual sites, and two 30 ft antenna single sites
Maximum number of sites, two 85 ft antenna sites and wing sites,
two 30 ft antenna .dual sites, and six 30 ft antenna single sites
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site, 12 hours
(Over a 12 hour interval the continuous coverage will be by the
minimum number of sites for approximately 2 hours, the typical
number for approximately 8 hours, and the maximum number for
approximately 2 hours)
Figure 2—Approximate Summary of MSFN Coverage for a Lunar Mission
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Jr.
PA9 f 7, `L.	 1ewl,-
5.) Prior to Lunar Orbit Insertion
a) Coverage (Continuous)
Typical number of sites, .)ne 85 ft antenna site with wing site, three
30 ft antenna dual sites
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site, 3 to 9 hours prior to
lunar occultation
b.) Lunar Orbit by CSM, Lunar Stay by LM
a) Coverage (Continuous for LM, discontinuous for CSM due to lunar
occultation)
Minimum number of sites, one 85 ft antenna site and wing site, two
30 ft antenna dual sites
Typical number of sites, one 85 ft antenna site and wing site, two
30 ft antenna dual sites and two 30 ft antenna single sites,
Maximum number of sites, two 85 ft antenna sites and wing sites,
two 30 ft antenna dual sites, and six 30 ft antenna single sites
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site
i) For LM, 12 hours
ii) For CSM, 1.2 hours on, 0.8 hours off due to lunar occultation
(As for the transl unar and transearth phases, over a 12 hour
interval the continuous coverage will be by the minimum
number of sites for approximately 2 hours, the typical
number for approximately 8 hours, and the maximum
number for approximately 2 hours)
7.) LM Touchdown on Lunar Surface, LM Ascent and Prior to Rendezvous
a) Coverage (Continuous)
Maximum number of sites, two 85 ft antenna sites and wing sites,
three 30 ft antenna dual sites, two 30 ft antenna single sites
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site,
Approx. 1 hour during LM descent including lunar touchdown, 10
hours following k/nar touchdown
Approx. 1 hour following LM ascent to iunar occultation
8.) Prior to Transearth injection
a) Coverage (Discontinuous)
Typical number of sites, one 85 ft antenna site and wing site, two
30 ft antenna dual sites, and four 30 ft antenna single sites
b) Typical time interval of coverage by one site;
Approx. 1 hour prior to lunar occultation
Figure 2 (continued)—Approximate Summary of MSFN Coverage for a Lunar Mission
.
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09.) Trunsearth Flight
a) Coverage (Continuous)
Some as for tronsl unar flight
b) Time interval of coverage by one site
Same as for translunar flight
I	 10.) Entry
a) Coverage (Discontinuous)
Typical number of sites, one 30 ft antenna site, single or dual
b) Typical time interval of civerage by one site, approx. 5 minutes
Figure 2 (continued)—Approximate Summary of MSFN Coverage for a Lunar Mission
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1.
Antennas*
20 MHz local Reference Banging TLM per
One Spacecraft Oscillators Loops Systems Receivers Spacecraft
Coverage by: per per per per
Spacecraft Spacecraft Spacecraft Spacecraft PM FM
Modes Modes
1 85 ft antenna site
and wing sits, 1 30 6 12 6 12 3 2
ft antenna dual site
1 85 ft antenna site
and wing site, 2 30 ft
antenna dual sites, 2 10 20 10 20 6 2
30 ft antenna single
si tes
2 85 ft antenna sites
and wing sites, 2 30
ft antenna dual sites, 18 36 18 36 12 4
6 30 ft antenna
si,ngl a sites
Two Spacecraft
Coverage by
1 85 ft antenna si to
and wing site, 1 30 3 6 3 6 1.5 1
ft antenna dual site
1 85 ft antenna site
and wing site, 2 30
ft antenna dual sites, 5 10 5 10 3 1
2 30 ft antenna
single si te4
2 85 ft antenna sites
and wing sites,
2 30 ft antenna dual 9 18 9 18 12 2
si tes,
6 30 ft antenna
single sites
Figure 3—Summary Table of Certain Unified S-Band Equipment per Spacecraft
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Mode (PM)
_ Range
Site
A) 85 ft Antenna
Cooled Poru
Antenna
Cooled Porom
100
ml
s
1004
m
4
1010W
mi
50,000
mi
100,000
mi
240,000
mi
_
# 2) Carrier,
PRN Ranging
Voice
Normal TLM
(51.2 kbs)
_
C) 30 ftAntenna
Uncooled Paramp
X
^^) Carrier,
Voice, Slow
^A) 86 ft Antenno
Coaled Parom
TLM
(1.6 kbs)
a	 30 ft Antenna
Cooled Param ti
O ft Antenna
Uncooled Param ^
44) Carrier,PRN Ranging,
A	 85 ft Antenna
Cooled Param 1 ~<
B) 30 ft Antenna
Cooled Parom
Slow TLM,
(1.6 kbs)
C 30 ftAntennr?
Uncco lrad Fo ram
5) Carrier,
Slow TLM
0,6 kbs)
A 85 ft Antenna
Cooled Param
B	 30 ft Antenna
Cooled Param
G 30 ft Antenna
Uncooled Parom Vi
7) Carrier, A 85 ft Antenna
PRN Ranging Cooled Param ti,
B	 30 ft Antenna
Cooled Param
G 30 ft Antenna
Uncooled Param ti
rer^wr.rrw+:.a^ra
10) Carrier,
Back Up
A 85 ft Antenna
Cooled Paramp ti V
Voice 8) 30 ft Antenna
Cooled Parom V
C) 30 ft Antenna
Uncooled Param ^' ti 1 v
Mode FM
1) Playback, A) 85 ft Antenna
Voice, CSM Cooled Param 1^^^."4
B	 30 ft Antenna
Cooled Paramp ti X X X X
TLM,
Scientific
C 30 ft Antenno
Uncooled Parom Xffi
X XData X
4) Television A) 85 ft Antenna
C001	 Param.2A
B) 30 ft Antenna
Cooled Param 4' ^` X X X X
C 30 ft Antenna
Uncooled Paramp v V X X X X
V adequate signal margin, mode can be supported
^?	 no signal margin, mode degraded but could probably be supported
X - mode cannot be supported
M'cev ;roe are based on a TLM signal to noise ratio for 10" 6 bit error probability, voice signal to noise ratio of 10 db for
90% word intelligibility and a PRN ranging signal to noise ratio of 0 db for 1 minute of integration.
Figure 4--Representative Mode Support for the Unified S-Band System with
Adequate Signal Margin for Nominal MSFN and Spacecraft Parameters
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It.
APPENDIX I
11iis appendix contains hist-O grams of the total number (over the five mis-
sions status periods) of reported failures and repair times for some of the on
site equipment categories, Included specifically are the Unified S-Band and
642-B computer areas.
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